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INTRODUCTION
There is an ever increasing multitude of factors to consider in
the rational evolvement of our society. In order to assimilate the
complexity of these interactions people have devised systems to ration-
alize their understanding of the evolutionary processes. The computer
has been heralded as a system to store, manipulate and retrieve factorial
information but it should be remembered that a computer represents a
transposed logic of those who program it. Systems for resolving dichoto-
mous situations, priorities for human endeavor, augmenting interactions,
and decising pertinent issues are yet to be consolidated into socially
consistent communicable forms. This is not to say that systems do not
exist since we recognize democratic and educational processes which can
resolve many human problems. However, inconsistencies may be noted in
voting procedures,! the delegation of responsibility,2 the interpretation
of goals,3 political lobbying,4 grades for admission to institu-
Unanimous 100% vote for a jury decision, 67% (2/3) vote for change
in by-laws of organizations (HFS..), and a majority 50% vote for most
committee decisions (UN, Senate,...). The degree of accord is some func-
tion of the apparent gravity of the moral or ethical issue.
passed to support goals but inoperative through lack of funding
mechanisms. Overlapping of agency missions.
^Standards being inappropriately applied to problems remote from what
they were originally designed for. Walsh Healey Act states maximum sound
pressure levels for industry under government contract but should not be
applied to domestic situations near airports. Building codes particularly
in plumbing and drainage.
^Promissory support on the basis of allegiance rather than the issue
at hand. United Nations - Nationalist China issue 1971.
tions, and arbitration. The difficulties can reflect the adoption of
inappropriate criteria from viable procedures, or simply inappropriate
procedures. An appraisal of whether a particular system is appropriate
rests in the realization of the stated goals being reflected in the out-
come of that system. Unfortunately the systems of social communication
rarely articulate their goals in the operational forms, specify the
rational processes adopted, or provide alternative solutions. This paper
offers direction in developing forms of consistent communication.
Our society has significant schisms in its concern for human and
non-human factors, or more precisely non-physical and physical factors.
Divisions between art and technology remain issues which impede decisions.
However, those faced with the educational process of molding minds realize
the impact of physical contrivances and waste of our society, and those
charged with structuring our habitation are becoming aware that their
creations are in the cause of supporting human activity both in body and
soul. The schisms are understandable through the distinct differences in
the factors and methods of the disciplines involved. Those of physical
orientation such as envirophysicists, engineers, manufacturers, physicists,
^Admission grades require higher scholastic scores as a means of
restricting institutional enrollment. Scores have moved from 50% to 60%,
and 70% in some graduate schools. It means that the preparatory grading
is arbitrarily raised to anticipate student admission requirements.
"Selection of an arbitrator by the contesting parties depends on each
party being confident of a favorable decision from the common arbitrator.
Thus one party must lose confidence in the process. This loss may be
regained through the party being convinced that there was actually no
initial conflict nor need for arbitration. Often confidence is lost and
the affected party may retaliate in any number of ways as we have seen in
strikes, boycotting, riots, and homicide.
chemists, biologists, ecologists and physiologists are manipulating entities
of power and material which are potentially both consistently definable
and predictable. Even though elusive on occasion the parameters can be
sought by established techniques and communication. Yet philosophers, psy-
chologists, educators, ministers, sociologists and artists of non-physical
orientation have no explicitly definable entity to work with, except by
virtue of a consistency in their overt behavioral communication through
organismic motions, spoken language and physiological responses. One has
to probe the organism to establish a communication just as we vary the
parameters in a physical case. Now the polarized concern for non-physical
and physical parameters is being gradually replaced by correlating disci-
plines of psychophysics, enviropsychology, physiopsychology and behavio-
psychology? (Halldane 1969, 1970). Effectively we can break down the
schismic barriers by looking to the contributions of various disciplines
which relate distinctive groups of parameters. This is an acknowledgement
of an interdisciplinary liaison.
The social endeavors of manipulating power and material are reflected
in a structuring of the environment, product development, ways of moving
people, controlling an ecological balance, biological substitution, the
evolution of power sources and the creation of synthetic materials. The
endeavor has grown on the premise of "progress" without any significant
direction. Assessment of this progressive urge has not been a vital issue
since the impact of the technological manipulations rarely affected the
Where groups of people are considered a socio- prefix can be implied.
whole society. Rudiments of co-ordination have evolved from a concern for
occupational conditions from the last century to environmental pollution
in our era. This question of survival has prompted us to find viable
ways of assessing technology in order to understand and predict the changes
in power and materials about us. This survival has generated a need for
a "conservative" system which equates the aspirations for progress with a
deficit in economy and amenity. To promote a balance attitudes have shifted
from comfort (a state of adaptation) and affluence to those of satisfaction,
economy and maintenance.
As technology has expanded more and more people have become
involved in the process. Where in the past a craftsman followed through
a design for a patron nowadays we create things by delegating responsibility
to promoters, designers, contractors, local authorities, occupants,
consumers, and so on. With this involvement there is a greater urgency
in co-ordinating a specification for the technology. The specification
would provide a format for the affected parties to make an assessment
according to their delegated responsibilities.
The National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 has charged all
Government Agencies to "identify and develop methods and procedures which
will insure that presently unquantified environmental amenities and values
are given appropriate consideration in decision-making along with the
economic and technical considerations." This is saying that development
under Government control requires a comprehensive assessment of the
technology; insisting on environmental considerations and assuming the
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economic and hardware aspects are taken care of. What we need here is a
Technology Assessment Act to embrace the assumptions and justify regional
planning and product development at a national level of concern. In
pursuance of the National Environmental Policy Act the Council on
Environmental Quality has recommended that the statement should include
"the probable impact of the proposed action on the environment." Guidelines
for the environmental impact statement are not sufficiently specific to
insure a comprehensive assessment by the Government Agencies. As the
statements become an administrative review of the disparate reports from
technological experts their present usefulness is questionable. Essentially
they have become a listing of significant parameters (factors) in a two-
dimensional matrix of existing against proposed parameters. The change
or impact from the existing to proposed is appraised in terms of a
cognitive (subjective) relative magnitude; a proportion on a 1-10 scale.
This proportion can be divided into sub-elements such as a proportion of
parametric change (termed "magnitude" by Geological Survey Circular 1971,
degree of coupling or influence) and of its parametric extent ("importance"
by Geological Survey, encompassment, degree of influence). Other possibilities
are in the interparameter significance, likelihood of parametric detection,
and the degree of parametric control should contingencies arise. Actually,
8
a proportional scale of 0-1 would be better since the product of the
parametric sub-element proportions could present a more useful comparative
magnitude. Present statements also lack in the description of operational
goals, ways to analyse the data, and in the significance of the parametric
attributes and the magnitudes relative to the goals. In other words a compre-
8
We can take products (multiplications) of proportions, efficiencies,
coefficients and ratios as they represent a successive attenuation of a
parameter. Alternatively their logarithms can be summated. Statistical
probabilities can be summated as they relate to a chance for a parameter
to occur within mutually exclusive events.
hensive specification is needed to assess the technological developments
and alternatives. This paper offers a framework for such a specification.
In the manufacturing and construction world the delegation of
responsibilities is not always clear even though there may be binding
contracts between parties which are intended to anticipate the contingent
problems. A common occurrence is for a product to fail to meet the
performance criteria of the user. Products with very specific use can
be readily assessed but where they become elements of a broader concept,
or where a flexibility of alternative usage is permitted, or where products
lack utility an assessment is tenuous. This is because the goals for
utilization are not clear and consequently nor is the delegation of
responsibility. For example in a domestic air-conditioned building the
mechanical plant contractor is not responsible for the spatial distribution
of sound, the building contractor is not responsible for the ductwork of
sound, and the designer (architect, developer) delegates his responsibility
to the others. Additionally, the sound output from the machinery is
rarely available for use in analysis. If the sound (noise) in the space
is too great so as to impede verbal communications for the occupants
there is little recourse for correction - the designer will transfer the
complaint to the contractors. The mechanical contractor will argue that
he supplied and installed to specification and if he does agree to a
performance contract both the lack of design data for prediction and the
division of responsibility for the sound transfer would preclude a settlement.
The solution is to anticipate the acoustical and auditory problems and to
specify their resolution in each contract in order to maintain the continuity
of responsibility.
Functionalism is a dominant philosophy for determing the goals in
technology assessment. Questions of how well does it work, can it be
used, is it safe, can it be sold and is it consumable are goals that
are readily communicable at a physical level. Just as important however
are the functions of augmenting people's behavior (esthetics). Now a
difficulty that arises is in deciding the affected person for whom we
make the assessment. At first glance it could be the consumer who consumes
the product, a user who uses, or an occupant who occupies an environment.
A significant point is that the affected person for whom a product is intended
is traditionally excluded from the chain of promoter, realtor, solicitor,
designer, contractor, and monitoring agency responsibility. The closest
mesh is when the promoter creates for himself. In fact the choice of
product is made by the promoter and designer who interpret the responses
needed to support the activities of the ultimately affected people. The
concept of activity here includes the satisfaction of physiological, overt
behavioral, perceptual and cognitive organismic responses for people,
animals and plants. Thus today we are finding Functionalism is being
extended to embrace an appropriate performance for both organismic and
environmental parameters. Further, in technology assessment we can consider
'an affected person to be anyone who is responsible for either creating,
using, or being involved with an entity.
From the preceding discussion emerges the key to technology assessment -
a comprehensive specification of goals, parameters, synthesis, and criteria
as a continuum for considering the affected organismic and environmental
factors.
TECHNOLOGY ASSESSMENT
Technology - A Culture for Changing a Physical World
Connotations of the term technology tend to emphasize the benefits
9,10
of man's products in his external environment. Adjustments to his
internal environment are just as significant as is evident in recent
physiological advances, for instance, in genetic modification, organ
transplantation, and artificial organ development. A definition venerating
man's technological goals is not only unnecessary but is inconsistent
with what he appears to be doing with his natural environment, and with
an evolving attitude that man is but another organism in an ecological
system. We could even go so far as to consider technoligies from other
organismic cultures, for example, in the development of ant, bird, arid
beaver habitats. Additionally, the term "physical" should be used which
will embrace both power and material entities. Under power we can consider
the environmental distribution of light, sound, heat, electricity, and
nuclear emanations. The definitions of technology tend to suggest that
it is a physical product of man's endeavors; instead, technology represents
a cultural capability of people to modify a physical world.
^Techno : art, craft, systematic of an art, applied science, means
employed to provide objects necessary for human sustenance and comfort.
(Webster).
Technology : man's efforts to control his material environment
for his own benefit. (Encyclopedia Britannica).
A more appropriate explanation for technology is probably to describe
it as, "a cultural capability (social potential, social discipline, culture)
for modifying (manipulating, changing) physical entities (power and
material, world).^  In a simple way technology is a culture for changing
a physical world. The description emphasizes the organismic (people,
animal, plant) and physical (power and material) aspects of technology.
As a complement to the manipulations of physical entities in technology
we also have the "cultural capability (social potential, culture) for
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considering a non-physical (psychological, mental) world" in art. Along
with the enviro-organismic relationships there are those mind to mind ones
between organisms. In art the intent is to mutually influence people's
perceptions and cognizance. Except for metaphysical (spiritual, thought
telegraphy) considerations this communication is via a commonality of
physical stimuli either through overt behavior, physiological responses
or environmental references. For example an art education is to transfer
the philosophy of the teacher to augment the thinking of the responding
pupil. A cultural capability reflects both art and technology.
It follows from the preceding description that technology assessment
is the evaluation (appraisal, judgement, usefulness) of the significance
(performance, merit, usefulness) of the cultural capabilities (social
potential) for modifying (manipulating, changing) physical entities
(power and material, world.) How effective are the organism's ways of
changing a physical world?
I stress the universality in this principle of organismic culture
to ensure a consistency in philosophy when we are considering a balance in
ecological systems, a similarity in biological behavior, and the design for
non-human organisms (zoos, aquaria, arboreta).
10
We should note that the goals for this assessment depend on the
degree of cultural concern. Are the goals promoted by questions of survival,
economic stability, distribution of resources, performance of human
activities, an identification with nature, a community esprit de corps,
political esteem, and so on? Criteria, or the attributes and magnitudes
(values) of the factors in the evaluation stem from the specific goals,
and goals are determined from the personalities of the particular culture
in question. The National Environmental Policy Act for example is a way
for citizens, through their congressional representatives, to establish
a national goal for controlling environmental degradation. Impact
statements are exposing the problems but the generation of alternative
solutions and the development of limiting criteria has still to evolve.
Professional people too are "agents" of a culture and their responsibility
should ensure that the alternatives they present are consistent with the
greater intentions of the people they represent. Credentials, "sheep
skins," and registration are the usual screening methods. Thus human
goals become a key issue in technology assessment and in a democratic
culture they may be resolved by accepted leadership or through an
adversarial process.
Resource Management and Design Technology
Two different aspects can be noted in the modification of
technology. One concerns the management of resources where the physical
factors of power and material are modified so that they are available for
exploitation in design. The other involves design where the resources are
11
transformed to support the cultural (social) activities of organisms.
Design in this sense is not a philosophy but a physical entity for an
organismic purpose whether as a proposal (drawing, specification, model)
or an existent structure. Respectively, evaluations are ultimately based
on the provision of resources, and the performance of appropriate
activities. The goals are distinctly different particularly as the
latter concerns both physical and non-physical (physiological, overt behavior,
perceptual, cognitive) organismic factors.
In resource management technology we can discuss the opportunities
and economics of providing power and material in a society. The demands
could involve resources for design during conception, construction,
maintenance, obsolescence, conservation, or destruction, and the develop-
ment of new materials, power generation, conservation of land, manpower,
waste disposal, etc. Management for the solution of these situations
tend to be problem-centered. Although private enterprise is beginning
to undertake these studies in a form of technological forecasting and
impact statements, the broader social issues fall beyond the scope of
their resources and responsibility, and are consequently left to the
collective efforts of government. As a bureaucratic management few
solutions flow from the government system and goals are directed
according to budget allocations. The viability of a resource management
technology rests on a successful prediction and explanation of the power
and material demands.
In design technology we discuss the support of organismic activity
through the physical resources that are available to those organisms.
It is a social molding function where power and material are transformed
12
into supporting environments for the living of living things.
Designing tends to be discipline~centered as we will see later. One may
ask, why take such global approaches to life support systems? A reason
is because so many planners, architects and artists design for humans
alone and many ecologists independently design for animal and plant life.
Yet the rationale, problems and disciplines encountered are so universal
in living systems that we should strive for a consistent interdisciplinary
approach to ensure a continuity between organismic problems. One
local example is where the population growth has demanded more water from
the Susquehanna River and there is a danger, by reducing the flow with
dams, of increasing the intrusion of tidal saline water into the Chesapeake
Bay. Increases in salinity produce a favorable environment for
oyster parasites and predators,and for the troublesome sea nettles.
In turn the oyster eating and bathing potentials for people are being
lost about the Bay. An auditory case is where high frequency jet sound,
generally inaudible to people, can disturb dogs. In turn the canine
population often howls in response with a frequency spectrum that is
quite audible and impeding to people's rest.
A Specification as Input for a Rational Assessment - Goals, Parameters,
Synthesis, Criteria
Assessment represents a comparative process on the part of an
assessor. The reference for this comparison is a cognizance (awareness)
of his own experience. What we need in technology assessment is for
that individual experience to be representative of the culture that is
being assessed. With national issues the election of congressional
13
representatives serves as a filtering procedure, but unfortunately our
prediction of issues is indeterminant and those elected may in fact not
identify with future causes. Protests, teach-ins, letters to congressmen,
debates and editorials are means for modifying the representation in order
to express a cultural base for issues. Many difficulties might be
overcome if there was a commonly accepted viable process of prediction.
A pending technology assessment bill may initiate such a cause to assist
the Congress which would provide an incentive for other sectors of our
society to follow. A danger in these maneuvers is that the illustrations
presented in the bills are often replicated and if a particular venture
proved to be unsatisfactory a critical review would not be available
for stopping its perpetration. Our legal system encourages this
perpetration since evidence is strongly based on precedence. A disci-
pline is needed which transcends the techniques of individual illustrations.
The suggestion of an absolute model by which to explain future
consequences sounds a little like the Utopian ideal. The sciences do offer
direction here because their faith is derived from their ability to
predict events. However, any deductive logic is preceded by induction
where over time deductions are realized in fact, thus essentially
validating the argument. Both inductive and deductive modes of argument
represent synthesis (logic definition). The dynamic nature of our cultural
expression and technology precludes an overall absolute model since
validation is always lagging in time. Many of the factors and their basic
interrelationships do not change, however, which suggests a timeless
universal model is possible only in this regard. Cultural goals and the
values we ascribe to them to achieve the goals are determined from the
14
expressions and responsibilities evolved by the organisms involved.
We have adopted the "disciplines" (or order) of a democratic society by
which to collectively support our goals. These appear to venerate
individual rights, freedom, and a concensus by the majority. An
implication is in how we can ascertain who represents the affected people
and in what way can disparate representative opinions be resolved?
Perhaps an answer is in everyone experiencing the commonality of a
problem - a common environmental awareness where we share and maintain
a responsibility for the goals of our society.
A contemporary misunderstanding of assessment philosophy is to
consider it as a vehicle for social veto - that is a binary decision
process of permitting or not permitting a program to progress. The
real worth of assessment is in a statement of intentions, and in the
provision of alternative directions should certain arguments be precluded.
In other words, the assessor takes an objective stance and does not play
the role of the designer, a person managing resources, or a citizen
affected by the program. However, objectivity does not absolve the
assessor of the responsibility for considering other arguments. Assessment
does call for a decision in alternative direction and not for a mere
statement of existent facts.
I believe there are four basic yet discrete questions we can ask
in assessment.
a. What is the purpose of the problems being assessed? GOALS
b. What are the factors to consider? PARAMETERS
c. What are the relationships between the factors? SYNTHESIS
d. What values, attributes and magnitudes, do we assign CRITERIA
the factors in order for them to achieve the goals?
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An expansion of these questions specifies the issues which must be resolved
in any assessment, whether of art or technology.
Why group the specification categories in this way? Goals and criteria
stem from the cultural issues since the fundamental purposes are based on
organismic endeavor, from survival to conscious involvement. Parameters
12
and their synthesis can be considered quite separately from goals and criteria
since the identification of the factors of a problem has no consequence on
a culture until they are given values. It is the responsibility of the
co-ordinator for an assessment to ensure each part of the specification is
relevant to the problem at hand. This means that laboratory, field or
hypothetical studies can identify and correlate parameters in isolation,
but if those studies are to be used with goals and criteria they must be
questioned for relevancy. In design there is a striving for difference
in expression. These changes can be derived from the goals of a culture
rather than from an invariant relationship between parameters. The four
elements of a specification reflect different approaches to problems. Goal-
oriented people, as we have in management positions, are more interested in
the consequences of the assessment on people's activities and the environment.
They are not so concerned for the means as long as the end products can be
realized. Many schisms originate from management penetrating the other
elements of the specification where they can assume responsibilities beyond
their capability. Parameter-directed people can merely pose the problems
but retreat when alternative solutions are sought. Synthesis-determined
people may contribute through the permutations of analysis. For the depen-
12
The report by the Library of Congress (April 15, 1971, p. 58) separates
the administrative issues in a more generic way into "functions of scientific
investigation and political or economic policy formulation." Although the
inference is that the latter are not prone to scientific investigation, it
nevertheless supports a division of responsibility.
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dent variables there is a desire for correlation models using all means,
from computers to analogs. Criteria-concerned people are enthused with monitor-
ing, measurement and standard references, particularly in the field.
In any assessment there is difficulty in deciding how embracing we should
be in considering the factors. A factor can be conceived as an encompassment
from the universe to an atomic particle. Our concern extends according to
the accepted responsibilities. To present some order it is necessary to group
the factors into categories of similar characteristics and interrelationships.
The principle is to look for discrete groups than can be considered separ-
ately and relate consistently. There is a reluctance to define the factors
in detail for fear of taking them out of context and making the correlation
task so much greater. My suggestion is to accept that there are aspects of
factors to consider. We could go on and on forming sub-aspects of the problem
but there are ranges of aspects which are sufficiently related, unrelated,
or constant for the level of accepted responsibility. This level defines
the parameters. Similarly goals can be so broad as to be unworkable. The
solution is to look for operational goals which involve the parameters,
then there is little difficulty in following through the specification to
the parametric criteria. Operational goals are therefore qualifications of
the broader goals. Where the responsibilities are delegated for an assess-
ment, there should be an overlap for consistency both in the goal-parameter-
synthesis-criterion elements and the disciplines within the elements.
Synthesis incorporates the possibility of both an inductive and deductive
logic for relating parameters. Scientific thought generally assumes a
deductive mode and develops models to explain the relationships. Although
deduction is to be strived for, as it is a more potent predictive process,
*Halldane, October 1970, p. 2-3.
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there are hosts of instances where parameters are insufficiently
defined or identified, and thus inductive arguments have to suffice.
Correlation models for relating the parameters are usually developed
from mathematical or analog procedures. In previous papers cautions have
been made regarding multivariate matrix formulations and simulation
models. The theme is to look for a transforming function for each
parameter which will provide a capability for correlation.
Parametric criteria vary according to the specific operational
goals. With affluence a maximum criterion was emphasized, with environ-
mental concern a minimum, trace, unnoticeable, threshold, or intolerable,
and with systems engineering an optimum or operational magnitude. Rapid
social expansions and economic frustration have increased the concern
for sequential criteria such as growth, maintenance, flexibility,
obsolescence, decay, adaptation and demolition.
Evaluation in Technology Assessment and the Development
of Alternatives
It is a human limitation that we can not comprehend everything
at once. Checklists, priorities, and perceptual processes which reduce
information support this contention. A concept of time sharing in
information exchange is constructive, for any one problem may dominate a
situation at any instant in time. This is important to realize in
design since the probability of a problem's dominance relates to the
degree people identify with that problem. An example is in the pollution
field where people have identified so strongly that it has become a cultural
issue through political, educational, and production media. On the other hand,
Halldane, October 1970, p. 3.
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in performing tasks a person utilizes various perceptual cues (visual,
auditory, skin, proprioceptive, olfactory, gustatory, organic responses),
not all at once, but time shared to a critical capacity. We come to a
significant principle - the identification of a problem increases its
dominance.
Technology assessment is structured on the identification of problems
which means that each problem becomes a subdominant system. As a
global assessment seems to be logically untenable we are really dealing
with a collective evaluation of subsystems according to their dominance
within the whole. In assessment it is pertinent to identify subsystems
that are constant or independent from one another. A successful evalu-
ation of each independent subsystem represents a total success in
assessment. Designwise each independent event must be accounted for in
its own right. It is no use saying a building looks good, is planned
well, economical, etc., if people can not hear each other in a computer
room, or can not look out of a window because of an impeding sun. This
emphasizes a fact that we can not make one meaningful overall assessment
in technology, but can only evaluate the constant and independent aspects
of a problem separately. Now if the culture directs the assessor,
through legislation or political intent, to emphasize a particular
range of evaluations the assessment is weighted according to the dominance
given to those evaluations.
Evaluation requires an accepted input specification in order to
identify the various features of an existent problem, whether proposed,
projected or constructed. Without the specification evaluation is hampered
by arguments as to which parts of the goal-parameter-synthesis-criterion
19
elements should be admissible. Indeed, most political debates center
on this point rather than evolving goals and alternative solutions.
Figure 1 suggests an appropriate evaluative flow as a computer diagram.
It will be noted that as questions of definition, relevance, appropriateness
and availability arise a justification is generated for neglect relative
to not impeding an evaluation, and for research or an unresolved evaluation
relative to the time needed to fulfill a feasible development program.
Within reason, all problems are presented in the statement and to ensure
an objective appraisal their significance in the evaluation is queried as
far along the flow as possible. The final part of evaluation is a
comparison of parametric criteria - criteria derived from the accepted
specification with those existent in the problem statement.
Before an unfavorable evaluation is decided alternative problem
statements should be considered. With all the experience gained in
applying the specification to a problem ideas for alternatives are
very likely to come to mind. These should be recorded as the successes
and failures of the evaluation phases eventuate. Inserting those ideas
into a modified problem statement can generate viable alternatives.
DESIGN EVALUATION IN
TECHNOLOGY ASSESSMENT
Evaluation of Enviro-organismic Systems
The fundamental premise for all design is to support organismic
activity, whether human or otherwise. A dominant concern is for the
20
Figure 1 r
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A: OPERATIONAL GOALS OF DESIGN "What is the design for?"
Operational goals in design are qualifications^of a
promoter's intentions that are based on the provision
for and differentiation between activit ies.
Qualifying questions for an operational goal:
What?
Where?
When?
How?
Why?
ACTIVITY GOALS:
ENVIRONMENTAL- ORGANISMIC-
PROVIDING-
Power-
Natural-
Solar
Fossil fuel
Geothermal
Gas
Derived-
Electrical
Nuclear
Mechanical
Structural
Light
Sound
Thermal
Material-
Organic
Geologic
Topographic
Oceanographic
Atmospheric
Plastic
Metallic
Wood
Cement
Glass.
Physiological -
Metabolic
Muscular
Respiratory
Trans piratory
Endocrinic
Behavioral -
Feeding
Procreative
Excremental
Migrative
Egress
Sleeping
Leisure
Productive
Communicative
DIFFERENTIAL-
Physical-
Structural
Quanta!
Periodic
Dynamic
Kinematic
Genotypic-
Individual
Group
Community
Sex
Age
Deviant
Periodic
Cultural
Taxonomic-
Human
Domestic animal
Horticultural
Animal
Plant
Figure 2 »
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B: PARAMETERS OF DESIGN
DESIGN ACTIVITY PARAMETER:
ORGANISMIC RESPONSE-
"What are the factors to consider
in design?"
ORGANISMIC RESPONSE
STIMULUS ENVIRONMENTAL
DISTRIBUTION j SYSTEM
PHYSIOLOGICAL- BEHAVIORAL-
OVERT- COVERT- [NON-PHYSICAL]
INDIVIDUAL-
Characteristic- Measurement- Characteristic- Measurement-
Metabolic
Muscular
Neural
Respiratory
Trans piratory
Circulatory
Homeostasic
Endocrirtic
Temperature
[rectal,mouth]
Blood
[type, count,
pathogens]
EEC
ECG
EMG
Pathogen
count
Pressure
[blood]
Walking
Talking
Orienting
Sitting
Standing
Eating
Producing
Training
Movement
[direction,
displacement,
velocity,
acceleration]
Fixation
Productivity
[operations/time]
Consistency
[deviation from
individual mean]
EOG
Pulse rate
SOCIAL-
Characteristic- Measurement- Characteristic- Measurement-
Couple
Family
Group
Community
[public health]
Regional
Racial
Probability
Disease
incidence
Treatment
incidence
Birth rate
Death rate
Couple
Family
Group
Urban block
Community
[public
education,
welfare]
Regional
Cultural
Characteristic- Assessment-
PERCEPTUAL-
Visual
Auditory
Skin
Proprioceptive
Olfactory
Gustatory
Organic
COGNITIVE-
Resolvent
Impressional
Associative
Phobic
Learning
Probability
Population
Population density
[organisms/area]
Communication
frequency
Movement pattern
Participation
frequency
Luminosity
Hue
Saturation
Contour clarity,
separation
Flicker
Depth
A/lotion
Form
Loudness
Pitch
Warmness
Coolness
Roughness
Descriptive
Acceptabi l i ty
Likeness
Need
Em path ic
Evaluative
Parameters continued
Figure 3
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B: Parameters continued
DESIGN ACTIVITY PARAMETER:
ENVIRONMENTAL SYSTEM-
STIMULUS-
ORGANISMIC RESPONSE
STIMULUS I
DISTRIBUTION |
ENVIRONMENTAL
SYSTEM
RESPONDABLE- FIELD-
Characteristic- Measurement- Characteristic- Measurement-
POWERr
Light
Sound
Thermal
Erythermal
Ionizing
Movement
Holding
Skin movement
MATERIAL-
Surface
Air
Vapor
Solute
Water
Sweat
Food
Aerosol
Luminous planar intensity
[luminance]
Chromatic planar intensity
[tristimulus flux]
Auditory power density and
sound pressure density
(weighted sound pressure level,
effective perceived noise level]
Frequency
Thermal power [energy/time]
Thermal power density
Temperature
Erythermal energy density
[energy/area]
Ionizing energy capacity
[ions/mass, radiation dose]
Proprioceptive power and energy
Holding power and energy
Static and sliding
frictional power and energy
Curvature
Displacement
Dry and wet bulb temperature
Vapor pressure
Material concentration
[mass portion/volume]
Material volume
[volume portion/volume]
Material capacity
[mass portion/mass]
Material flow rate
[mass/time]
Stereochernica!
PATTERN-
Co-ordinate
Contour
contrast
Areal, planar
Spectral
Polar [9,0]
Contour contrast gradient
Contour spacing
Luminous area
Luminous density
[area/area]
Chromatic power
Instantaneous sound power
spectrum [real time analysis]
SEQUENT IAL-
Pulse
Intermittent
Progressive
Relative
movement
[ocular, head,
behavioral]
ORIENTING-
Co-ordinate
Phototropic
Audiotropic
Thermotropic
Air. movement
SPATIAL-
Distal shape
Sound decay
Air movement
Stimulus power and energy
per perceptual sampling
period
Stimulus energy modulation
Stimulus time modulation
ratio
Sound power progression
Spatial polar [9,0 Q',01
Phototropic directive
Audiotropic directive
Thermotropic directive
Directive [asymmetrical
field function]
Gradient
Interposition
Relative movement
Relative size
Reverberation time
Parameters continued
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B: Parameters continued
DESIGN ACTIVITY PARAMETER:
ENVIRONMENTAL SYSTEM-
DISTRIBUTION CO-ORDINATING-
ORGANISMIC RESPONSE
STIMULUS
DISTRIBUTION
ENVIRONMENTAL
SYSTEM
CONVERTING- TRANSFERRING-
Boimdary Boundary^
characteristic- measurement-
Boundary Boundarv
characteristic- measurement-
POWER--
Surface- Cartesian co-ordinate [X,Y,Z]
Emitting Power converting efficiency
Absorbing [power converted/original power]
Power
Laminar- Energy
Absorbing Power and energy density
Power and energy intensity
Spatial- Power and energy planar intensity
Ionizing • Potential [temperature,voitage,
position]
Formal- Flow rate [Current, thermal]
Power plant Force
Generator Pressure and stress [force/area]
Converter Cost
Lamp Unit cost [cost/measurement unit]
+power stimuli +power stimulus measures
MATERIAL-
Surface-
Corrosive
Combustive
Condensing
Laminar-
Cement setting
Photochromic
Spatial -
Combust ive
Fogging
Forma I -
Fire
Waste
conversion
Dimension [X,Y,Z]
Material converting coefficient
[mass converted/original mass]
Velocity
Humid'ity ratio
[mass water/mass dry air]
Mass
Volume
Cost volume [cost/volume]
Cost capacity [cost/mass]
Cost density [cost/area]
Cost rate [cost/time]
•Hnat. stimuli ^-material stimulus measures
Surface-
Reflecting
Diffusing
Diffracting
Conducting
Laminar-
Transmitting
Conducting
Refracting
Polarizing
Diffusing
Viscous
Spatial-
Diffusing
Formal-
Heater,cooler
Structural
Floor, wall,
ceiling,roof
+power stimuli
Surface-
Capillary
Adhering
Lamjnar-
Porous
Penetrating
Adsorbing
Spatial-
Ventilating
Converting
Diffusing
Formal -
Vehicular
Construction,
maintenance,
demolition
-Hnat. stimuli
Cartesian co-ordinate [X,Y,Z]
Power transferring efficiency
[power transferred/incident power]
Power
Energy
Power and energy density
Power and energy intensity
Power and energy planar intensity
Potential difference [difference
in temperature, voltage, charge,
position]
Flow rate [current, thermal]
Force
Moment [force.length]
Pressure and stress [force/area]
Cost
Unit cost [cost/measurement unit]
•fpower stimulus measures
Dimension [X,Y,Z]
Material transferring coefficient
[mass transferred/incident mass]
Velocity
Density [mass/volume]
Strain [length change/length]
Mass
Flow rate [mass/time]
Volume
Cost
Relative cost
[unit cost/total cost]
Cost distance [cost/distance]
-hnaterial stimulus measures
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.C: SYNTHESIS OF DESIGN PARAMETERS "How are the factors related?"
Synthesis is an inductive or deductive method of
reflective reasoning. The concern is to establish
a correlation between the parameters which in turn
consolidaTcs a corresponding discipline. Validation
of.the correlation model in design is dependent on an
application to relevant operational activity goals.
PARAMETRIC CORRELATION METHOD:
INDUCTIVE- DEDUCTIVE-
PHYSICAL- PSYCHOPHYSICAL-
Disciplines:
Physical _ Physical
parameter " parameter
envirophysics,
Ehysiophysics, envirophysiology,ehaviophysics, envirobehavior,
Disciplines:
Stimulus
physical
parameter
Response
- assessment
parameter
psychophysics, enviropsychology
PRECEDENT
ARGUMENT-
Advisory
Apparent
reasonableness
Replicative
ANALOGOUS
ARGUMENT-
Duplicative
Simulative
AUTHORATIVE
ARGUMENT-
Mandatory code
or standard
Managerial
decision
Renowned
personal ity
Adversarial
process
DIRECT-
Measurement-
Power converting and transferring
efficiency
Material converting and transferring
coefficient
Mass, length/time ratio
COMPARATIVE-
Reference measurement-
Relative power converting and
transferring efficiency
Relative material converting and
transferring coefficient
Graphical model-
Rectangular X,Y,Z
Polar 0,0
Diagramatic
fvenn/ power, material, force,moment,
psychrometric, distribution]
Nomographic
Simulative model -
Scaled [distribution of light, sound,
people, building elements}
Analog [physical, digital]
Mathematical [stat ist ical, tensor,
functional transform]
Material [molecular, ionic]
Testing [material, system]
Communication-
Identifying
Ordering
Pairing
Equating
Scaling
Appraising
Reference stimulus-
Comparing
Adjusting
Limiting
.Simulative model-
Psychophysical
Psychoneura!
Analog [photopic telephotometer,
weighted sound pressure meter]
Figure 4 :
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D: PARAMETRIC CRITERIA FOR DESIGN EVALUATION "What attributes and magnitudes
are needed for the factors to meet
the operational design goal ?"
PARAMETRIC PERFORMANCE CRITERION:
PHYSICAL- NON-PHYSiCAL-
AUribute- Magnitude- Attribute- Magnitude-
PROVIDING-
Activity event
[selected goal-
orieoted event]
Binary event
[yes-no,
go - no go]
Zero
Minimum
Operational
Transitional
Optimum
Maximum
Unnoticeable
[adapted]
Order
Assessed
Contextual
Threshold
Minimum
Assessed
Transitional
Acceptability
Maximum
Intolerable
COMPARATIVE-
Identical
Co-ordinating
Functional
[safety, user]
Simulating
Replicating
Identical
Proportional
Probability
Identical
Intermodal
Dominant mode
Political
Ethical
Stylate
Identical
Relative
Majority vote
SEQUENTIAL-
Forming
Maintaining
Changing
[flexible,
ecological]
Demolishing
Growth
Obsclescence
Decay
Learning
Recalling
Comprehending
Adaptive
Figure 5
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relationship of an organism with the power and material of its
environment - the enviro-organismic system. Indeed, we use this connection
to evaluate design. Traditionally, designers have proposed environments
and checked whether the human fits in, but I am suggesting a contrary
approach where the human responses are determined first and then supporting
environmental stimuli for those responses are discussed. In turn alternative
environmental distribution systems (hardware and power) for those stimuli
are presented for possible exploitation. This leads to design innovation
rather than preconceived solutions and conserves the endeavor through a
higher probability of appropriate alternatives.
To be able to design from the organism to its environment requires
precise definitions of organismic response parameters. Without this it
is difficult to obtain a meaningful correlation with a stimulus system.
&
These points have been stressed in a previous paper. For instance, the
concept of "noise" as unwanted sound is not an operational parameter,
because it suggests a number of arbitrary responses. Consequently, I do
not use this ambiguous term. A concept of "auditory impedance" operating
on the performance of a specific auditory response is more constructive.
Similarly "glare" is not an operational term since the particular responses
can involve contour clarity, phototropism, ocular pain, photic acceptance,
blur, tearing, conspicuity, etc. Each response has its different stimulus
arrangement, and correlation model.
Evaluation of an overall system in a global way is not very constructive
(see pp. 17-19). Parameters are the definitive aspects of design problems
and by grouping aspects into independent or constant categories it is possible
to conceive of parametric design. The philosophy presented ensures an
*Haldane, December 1970.
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embracement of the problems through a broad goal-parameter-synthesis-
criterion specification as well as consistent definitive parameters
within the specification for detailed parametric design.
When an evaluation occurs over a short period of time for an instance
13
in time we can consider it as a stationary evaluation. If we investigate
the stationary situation in time either continuously or at discrete
14
intervals in time we are discussing a sequential evaluation. The latter
is important in the validation of deducive models which help us to predict
situations. Both modes of evaluation are necessary in technology assess-
ment even though one may dominate under political pressure.
How do we design for the organismic activity? A design promoter (client,
owner, government agency, community) is needed to give cause and resources
to a venture. This directs the goals for the program. Responsibility
is then delegated to a designer to propose a suitable environment and to a
contractor to construct the promoter-accepted, designer's proposal. Further,
the promoter delegates responsibility to the design-affected organisms,
or more specifically the occupants. In a democratic culture there are
limited safeguards for the society from the arbitrary development that
might stem from the previous personalities' activities. Thus monitors
(inspectors, financiers, local authorities), maintain prescribed specifi-
cations in the interest of the community and investment. In human
13
Examples include an audience's appraisal of this paper during
its presentation, critiques, on-line production monitoring, inspection
tasks, inventory or stock taking, a census report, and a comment on
a design proposal.
14Examples include an historical development and projection of a
situation, reviews, office routine, construction of a building, maintenance,
financing, seismic monitoring, and phasing of urban renewal.
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situations where personal handicaps are negligible the designer projects
his experience into the design. Where a design is for handicapped
people, animals, or plants he needs to imagine himself as the organism
with quite different ranges of responses. A significant aspect of the
problem is for the designer to convince the promoter that the occupant
activities are catered for. Communication of experiences is therefore
a key issue. It is no use talking about responses;they must be experienced
by observing analogous environments, similar communities in the case of
non-human organisms, prototype development, mockup schemes, and simulators.
A conscious awareness of the organismic problems is a prelude to
design evaluation.
Operational Goals and Parametric Criteria
A promoter is generally unable to state the goals for his design
in any articulate manner. The level of sophistication is often a state-
ment of building type (home, office, shop, etc.), the accommodation
(floor areas for rooms), and particular whims to "sell" their product
(style). Government buildings are more rigidly specified in terms of
permissible systems through the General Services Administration but this
is moving over to specifications of performance to support people's
activities. With complex equipment (computers, telephone exchanges,
•'•The author's communication with graduating students in environmental
systems courses at Berkeley was not achieved until he set a field project
for them to consciously observe their responses to building environments
and to study the extensive plant spaces of air-conditioned offices which
are not accessible to the public yet need to be accounted for in design
(Halldane 1968).
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laboratories) precise physical details are given by the promoter from
his engineers. Some goals are predetermined by monitoring organizations
to ensure that a structure is maintainable within a community. These
people do not design but represent the interests of other affected
people. Except for perhaps an adamant housewife, little concern is
given to the human responses. It means that the designer assumes the
responsibility for setting out the goals so that they are consistent
for himself, his promoter, the contractor and the local monitoring
organizations.
Designers (architects, engineers) in practice can not afford the
time nor endeavor in extending their goal statements to a more opera-
tional form. For routine work where human activities can be taken for granted
this is perhaps reasonable. However, where a promoter implies he needs
innovation or that his scheme will significantly impinge on the community
activities a more detailed goal statement is necessary. Figure 2 presents
a few ideas for the development of goals and the qualifying questions to
make them operational. Since goals have to be communicable to all parties
in the venture they should be self-evident and tenable to people's experience.
Goals concerning social issues such as pollution, regional planning,
and public safety are generated through a political system and can net
be satisfactorily determined by a designer. The issues of what hazards
or inconveniences can be tolerated by a community as weighted against
their resources can only be determined by those directly affected. Those
affected strive for representation where their ideals may be molded and
realized. Legislative means, although ponderous in process, does
ensure a degree of compliance through legal procedures. It is conser-
vatively restrictive by nature rather than inviting to innovation and
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suggestive of alternatives. In monarchal societies petitions filter
through the ruler's entourage who effectively become the people's
representatives. Thus the purpose in design for government legislation
is to determine the goals for pertinent issues which stem from the
constituents they represent. It is not government's business to enforce
the manner in which people meet their goals, nor how they should go
about analysing their problems for this would make that government the
designer, and I do not think our private enterprse would accept this
concept.
Criteria (Figure 5) are the attributes and magnitudes (values) given
to the relevant parameters in order to achieve the designated goals. For
instance, if a goal for a factory was to avoid a permanent impairment in
worker's hearing we must decide what sounds certain people should be
capable of hearing anyway. Here we can choose a physiological parameter
(auditory receptors) and monitor the impairment through a rise in loudness
threshold (a perceptual parameter). If the thresholds are too high in
The restraint systems in vehicles is an example. A goal is
to restrain a person to avoid severe injury in certain types of accidents.
To make air bags mandatory defeats the legislative purpose of exposing
the problem and encouraging alternative solutions to see which may
become socially acceptable.
Pesticides are another issue. We know all organisms are
adversely affected by these chemicals. The goal is to select and inhibit
a specific range of organisms which directly or indirectly adversely
affect other life forms. Legislation should be directed to deciding
what degree of adverse affect on various organisms can be socially
acceptable. Then the question of whether to inhibit the effects
by selectively increasing mortality by chemicals, other creatures,
physical means, or by selectively modifying organismic behavior to
achieve the control is left to people's ingenuity.
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the speech range those people could not hear verbal communications sufficiently
from others without sound amplification. As an operational goal it
might be reasonable to expect a worker to go home and to be able to
listen to the TV audio with the rest of the family and without needing a
hearing aid. This identifies a basic problem of the Walsh-Healey
Public Contracts Act 1969 in that it has no operational goal for setting
its criteria - it is arbitrary but with good intention. If only responsible
monitoring organizations could first determine the operational goals
for our society then the professional systems discipline could identify
the relevant parameters and establish the appropriate parametric
criteria to achieve those goals. Goals for these monitoring problems are
resolved through political means because it involves social issues
relating to the affected people's socio-economic level, potential for
protest, contributing leisure factors (rock band participant, home by
airport), awareness of the problem, human rights, and representation.
Performance is a parametric criterion for achieving a specified
functional activity. It can be qualified by various terms including
minimum, acceptable, optimum, and maximum. When other activities impinge
on this parametric performance, the loss in performance represents an
impedance. Thus the impeding stimulus relates to the difference in
performance between the non-impeding and impeding situations of a specific
response. Note that the stimulus measures for the response performance and
impedance would need to be transformed by functions capable of correlation
with performance. "Noise," in terms of unwanted sound or light, is
represented here as an impeding stimulus. The concepts are just as
applicable to environmental distribution systems.
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Limiting criteria are where the impedances of particular parameters
are inappropriate for the performance of the related activity. Note
that I have not qualified this by saying that inappropriate is excessive
because the specific goal would determine this. For example, if people
were not to enter a space for a particular reason (safety, hazard, security)
then a high impedance to entering would be appropriate. The French
Concorde exhibition floodlighted the aircraft excessively in a dark space
which impeded visual clarity and was consistent with a goal of masking
the detailed features. In mine lighting standards I have used the
threshold for photopic vision (o.o5 fL) as a minimum permissible light in
the visual field to avoid a miner's ocular disease (scotopic nystagmus).
By having the criterion as a limiting human factor, the problem and
standard was readily communicated and accepted.
The process of establishing limiting criteria is necessarily
empirical and based on an inquiry into people's behavior in relation
to their activities and environment. Application of the data is dependent
on the goals for the application, the variances in data and the designer* s
decision as to the manner he utilizes the data. No experiment is going
to resolve the decisional problem since it concerns the ethics of
determining an operational goal and choosing the criteria to support it.
For instance, besides both the variance in people making an assessment
by a particular response or an assessment of that response magnitude for a
limiting impeding situation, a decision has to be made as to what
proportion (frequency) of people should be subject to the impedance as
part of deriving the design goals. Say that the frequency of choosing a
particular stimulus value of the limiting response against the stimulus
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measures is a bell shaped curve (hopefully normal). The general prin-
ciple has been to design for a confidence limit of 0.95 with psychologists,
0.98 mathematicians and practically anything with architects. There are
situations however where we must design so that not even one person
should experience an impedance, such as in a recording studio or for a
patient in an intensive care ward. It is clear that the operational
goals would need to reflect an awareness, responsibility and urgency for
resolving a favorable response in relation to the actual design
circumstance.
Relevant Parameters and Synthesis
Although design represents a manipulation of power and material,
evaluation also concerns the non-physical factors of organismic behavior.
Figure 3 illustrates a convenient grouping of parameters in an attempt to
identify independent or constant problems, parameters with similar
characteristics and measures, and similar correlation models between
the parametric groups. In this specification the stimulus system
becomes a confining group of parameters which is capable of correlation
with both organismic and distribution parameters. A fuller explanation is
offered in previous papers by the author. No parameter in design should be
initially overlooked since its final significance will be reflected in
its criteria. Relevance will be determined from the problem statement
by inductive rationale - what are plausible factors to consider? For instance,
marine parameters are not likely to relate extensively to building on land
or scuba gear to domestic living. A few exceptions come to mind which
*Halldane, October 1970, p. 4-6; and December 1970.
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emphasizes the need to clarify the problem statement through a comprehensive
specification.
Synthesis is the logic of relating parameters and showing their
dependence through inductive argument or various forms of deductive
models. Figure 4 notes some of these methods. The validation of a
deductive mode rests in the success of the model for relating the chosen
parameters.' Many arguments have been levelled against the use of models
based on controlled conditions and their application to design problems.
It amounts to the degree of confidence one has in comparative techniques.
It is true that there is less confidence in a model relating aspects of
design but with clearly defined parameters there should be little
hesitation. Where the problems arise is in a designer extrapolating the
model beyond the bounds of its validating circumstance by introducing
parameters that are dependent rather than independent or constant, by
extending the range of measures for which the function does not hold, and
by failing to check the relevance of the model to the problem. For
instance, a behavioral model to illustrate the incidence of crime in a
design proposal is less convincing than a structural model to anticipate
the collapse of a building. Although both are subject to indeterminate
design features in an occupied situation and the precision of prediction
for the respective problems are comparable, the definitive structural
parameters are more convincing than the broader social aspects. In the
behavioral sciences, measures will need to be more carefully defined so
that they are capable of correlation.
Survey teams have taken weighted sound pressure levels but found
they did not relate to the rumblings of railway carriages. This could
not be expected since those measures would not record ground borne
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The organization of technology to achieve design is frequently
plagued with a schism between managers and technologists. This difference
in attitude can be explained through the partition of a problem-centered
management and a discipline-centered technology. Problem-centered approaches
were linked with the concern for goals and criteria in design. Now we
can link a discipline-centered approach to the resolution of parameters
and synthesis. A point which should be pondered by large organizations
like universities, government and industry, is that many more problems
can be posed than the number of disciplines it takes to solve them. It
suggests that design-oriented organizations should be based on a discipline
centered technology so that it has the resources to cater for any problem
which might arise. This has been emphasized over the last few years in
the shifts in technology problems from space and military ventures to
environmental and health programs. To organize the distribution of
problems a parallel (not in-line) problem-centered management needs to be
provided. In this way each can contribute to the evaluative specification of
goals-parameters-synthesis-criteria without an organizational dominance
in any one area of concern. An executive management would direct the
parallel activities and personnel problems.
vibrations nor the low frequency acoustic components which induce
subaudible, proprioceptive and skin responses rather than auditory.
An experiment concerning phototropism found no correlation between travel
paths and illuminance of light patches on a carpet. Effectively there
was no stimulus for the response since the carpet was a mid-grey color.
A measure of liminance from the carpet or the change in illuminance at
the pupil of the eye would have exposed the error in assuming that a
sufficient stimulus was present.
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DESIGN EVALUATION RELATED TO AUDITORY IMPEDANCE
AND SOUND DISTRIBUTION PROBLEMS
The key to design evaluation in technology assessment is to set
out an Input specification of goals-parameters-synthesis-criteria. Human
responses are a central point to the cultural issues in technology and
form a basis for design evaluation. Once we define the responses, their
correlation with stimulus systems can be undertaken. Goals and criteria
are separate political issues and can only be resolved for specific
design situations. A few limiting cases are discussed in the following
section.
Definition of Human Responses to Sound
In previous papers physiological, overt behavioral, perceptual and
*
cognitive human response categories have been discussed. The first
two physical groups are easier to identify since they can be directly observed.
The second pair are non-physical and therefore require a physical
reference system for their communication and definition.
With sound stimulus systems it is generally assumed that we have
auditory responses, but, depending on the frequency range and state of
arousal of the person, other responses can be identified. Figure 6
indicates a more comprehensive list of response parameters. I stress this
identification for without it no meaningful correlation could exist with a
stimulus measure, and no operational goal could be satisfactorily established.
Perhaps from this listing it becomes clearer why "noise" is an unsatis-
factory term since we have different response problems and different
*Halldane, October 1970, and December 1970.
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Human response parameter
Characteristic- Measurement-
Stimulus system parameter
Characteristic- Measurement-
PHYSIOLOGICAL:
Neural
Sweating
Hypertension
EEC
Electrical
conduction
Blood pressure
Sustained high
level sound
Impulsive sound
OVERT BEHAVIORAL:
Audiotropic
response
Audio arousal,
relaxation,
trance
avoidance
Orienting movement,
rotation, translation
Gasp rate
Teeth gritting
energy
Blink rate
PERCEPTUAL:
Auditory
Assessment-
Loudness
Pitch
Tone
Flicker
Burst
Reverberation
Head noise
Drumming
Relative motion
(pitch, loudness)
Motion (pitch)
Balance
Roughness
Warmth
Nausea (sickness)
Pain (headache)
Semantic scale .
acceptability,
noisiness,
annoyance,
discomfort,
impeding
Comprehending
speech
Progression
cognizance
Impairment monitored by an
elevation in loudness
threshold,
dBA (Walsh-Healy)
Noise Exposure Index
Audiotropic directive from
binaural characteristics
Migration rate from
environment
Sound power,
pressure,energy
Frequency
Harmonics
Intermittent
Pulsed, boom,
bang
Tinnitus
Conducted sound
Sound and
vibration
Proprioceptive
Skin
Organic
COGNITIVE:
Resolvent*
ordered,graded,
problem
Augmented
impression
(esthetic)
Progressive
association
Phonophobia
Figure 6 :
SOME HUMAN RESPONSES AND SOUND STIMULUS SYSTEMS
Weighted sound pressure,
dBA, dBB, phon
Loudness Index, sone,
Zwicker chart
Mel scale
Auditory energy changes per
perceptual sampling period
Reverberation time
Threshold shifts
Doppler frequency shift and
sound pressure rise and fall
Frequency change
Vibration
Sub and Supra
sonic sound
Sound power,
pressure,energy
Frequency
Speech
Weighted sound pressure.,
dBA, dBB, phon, noy
Perceived Noise Level (PNL),
PNL Tone corrected,
Composite Noise Rating,
Exposure Level, Integrated PNL,
Effective PNL
Articulation Index,
Speech Interference Level (SIL)
Preferred-frequency SIL,
Noise Criterion curve
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correlating stimulus measures and models. In design evaluation it is not a
matter of selecting any one particular response - all have to be appropriately
considered in relation to goals. The less hazardous the life situation
the more significant is the shift in concern from physiological to
cognitive response parameters.
Relevant Stimulus and Distribution Measures that Correlate
with the Human Responses
From a chosen response parameter we look for consistencies in the
stimulus system which induce that response. A model is then developed
to describe and hopefully explain the relationship. To illustrate, a
sone scale correlates with a relative "pure tone" loudness (a magnitude
assessment for timbre), and nothing more than that. In some circumstances,
an impeding sound affecting an auditory acceptance may be assessed in
terms of loudness cues and therefore the stimulus measures will be
consistent. However, more often people use other perceptual cues
such as tone, pitch, flicker, reverberation, etc., to resolve their
assessments which can be quite an arbitrary selection. The resulting
data will therefore have the rudiments of other models based on different
cues. For this reason models containing "noisiness" or "annoyance"
response parameters will be inherently less consistent (perceived noise
level concept) than those based on perceptual responses. I can not say
here which is more appropriate since this would be determined by the
design goals. A helpful summary of various correlating models was made
by the Department of Transportation (Chalupnik ed. April 1970).
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The stimulus measure that correlates with the human response is the
key parameter to design evaluation. A trace of the sound pressure in
time for the frequencies of human sensitivity at the position of an
observer will provide the basic data. Transformations by weighting and
integration in time would follow. Distribution systems, including
the sound sources and the modifications to the sound by the environmental
boundaries, require further measures in order to conveniently predict
the sound distribution. Figure 3 and Figure 6 note some of these measures.
Thus sound power intensity and density, or converting and transferring
efficiencies have no direct relevance to human responses. For instance,
on a hot calm day a ship's horn with high acoustic output (sound
distribution measurement) may sound weak (auditory loudness assessment)
because of an upward atmospheric refraction of the sound (distribution
parameter). It means that in a specification where human factors are
the basis for evaluation the human-stimulus-distribution parametric
model must be presented in order to ascertain the reasonableness of the
distribution systems.
Operational Goals and Limiting Parametric Criteria Based on
Auditory Impedance
Operational goals are derived from the statement of a design
problem. Now when we are concerned for the adverse effects of acoustic
radiation on people the affected human responses need to be clearly
defined in relation to those goal activities (Figure 1). Along the
evaluation flow is the determination of the parametric criteria to meet
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those goals. One form of parametric measure is that of the performance
of a human response to complement the prescribed activities. A social
concern is in the degradation of performance by sound stimuli from the
sound distribution of environmental systems. This degradation in performance
represents an impedance to the specific activity. The criteria for
auditory performance therefore depends on the degree of auditory
impedance that can be accepted in performing the particular activity.
For instance, in a home it is the extraneous sounds which impede domestic
activities that are important. Sound from air conditioners, appliances,
weather, transportation, and adjacent living units readily impede
listening to TV-audio, going to sleep, conversing (in home, outside, by
TV, on telephone) and listening to stereo. In an urban setting,
transportation and industrial sound can dominate. Offices have typing,
high velocity induction air conditioning, copying equipment and foot
fall sounds to cope with. Here the critical responses tend to be of
a cognitive nature where impedance relates to verbal communications,
intrusiveness, annoyance, and a distraction to resolving mental problems.
In design the search is for rational appropriate limiting criteria.
The point is to work from the cognitive responses back to the physiological
as these tend to be in the order of a rising tolerance to impedance.
When the question is of legislative control and survival the physiological
responses are chosen since their urgency is more apparent and self-
evident. Once the principles are established, then the other responses can
be introduced at a later date and their criteria consolidated. In domestic
and office accomodation a tangible operational goal would be to avoid
impeding speech communication. The "noise criterion" curves (NC-) provide
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a correlating stimulus model which are based on levels of speech
interference and therefore are appropriate to building problems. The
person related to transportation problems is less consciously involved
and thus "noisiness" and "annoyance" are used to describe the situation.
Perceived noise level models are suitable here. Where people are involved
with comparing sounds of similar nature loudness cues predominate thus
the phon, sone and loudness indices can be used. For industrial sit-
uations, where permanent hearing loss is significant, loudness measures
with slightly higher criteria would be appropriate since the physio-
logical degradation is monitored through a shift in loudness threshold.
Once the goal sets the response and stimulus parameters our specification
must discuss the distribution of sound in an environment. Acoustical
engineers have various techniques for predicting sound distributions
from sources and the methods adopted for an evaluation should be
specified. This is to permit the design evaluator to reconstruct the
rationale and decide the potential alternatives. Where analytical
techniques have not been sufficiently developed, typical design solutions
may be offered which are acceptable by virtue of a successful precedent
design. Building codes, as in domestic construction, are typical of
this circumstance.
In evaluating a design an analysis may predict that a certain
source of sound may be inaudible. If the environmental conditions are
suitable, resonance of air volumes and surface transfer can reinforce
the sound to produce audible vibrations. Overhangs on buildings
above pavements, malls, closed cars, window vibration, and the coupling
of ducts to machinery are examples. Interference patterns, as between the
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direct and road-reflected acoustic radiations, from emergency vehicle
sirens can effectively cancel or reinforce harmonic frequencies. This
makes a warbled sound more effective. The problems of animals like
dogs has been mentioned where inaudible high frequencies can make them
howl in an auditory range. It is quite difficult to control these
indeterminate design features and often it is a case for compensating
after the fact. This however is no excuse for failing to account for
factors in a determinate design.
Delegation of Responsibilities for Achieving Design Goals
It is not important who evaluates design so long as all the features
of an evaluative process are competently considered. When it comes to
sound and auditory problems, the promoter needs to ensure that the
sound distribution is satisfactory for the occupants and the community.
He delegates responsibility to the designer, contractor, and occupant
to see that this is done.
The areas of difficulty lie in the control of sound from the source,
its distribution and the human responses. A stimulus measurement in
the position where people would be could be a suitable parameter. Sound
distribution depends on the coupling of the source with the space.
An important principle is that the contractors involved should be
responsible for the design parameters that they themselves manipulate.
An equipment manufacturer should state the sound to anticipate about
his product, in the adjacent spaces, the coupling through its mountings,
and what sound is passed to other spaces through ducts and openings.
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The installing contractor should ascertain the effects of the ducts,
equipment and spaces on the sound distribution but is only responsible
for the passage of sound related to the ducts and their supports, and
the equipment coupling through mountings and duct connections. A
building contractor needs to understand the spatial distribution of sound
and the effects of spatial form and surfaces. Data should be available
to predict the situation (sound spectra anticipated, acoustic absorption
efficiencies, form). For instance, painting acoustical surfaces will
destroy the absorption properties, loose features may rattle, air
gaps can let sound through and may whistle, or replacing panels can
change the vibration mode and break an air seal. These points must
be included in a comprehensive specification and be accounted for by
the various contractors. An occupant is responsible for maintaining
the environments and using the equipment as specified. When a promoter
or owner has a contractor install equipment, he himself takes on the
responsibility for the overall sound problems. If the installed
equipment is too noisy he has little recourse for its correction. Not
only does the manufacturer have little technical data to predict the
performance of the product but his sales indicate to him that there is
no problem. Also, the likes of a hard coupling to ducts is beyond the
manufacturer's responsibility unless it is a packaged deal and the owner
assembles to the manufacturer's specifications. The basic difficulty is
for the owner to diagnose the faults in a system because the supplier
or manufacturer has little interest other than a socially tainted image.
Indeed, that image is about the only avenue for recourse action. The
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concept in delegating responsibility is to ensure a coverage of the
specification elements so that an evaluation by any party, including a
court of law, can take place. Each party considers the problem
beyond his responsibility to maintain a continuity in evaluation and
an understanding of working relationships for co-ordination.
Monitoring organizations have a responsibility to make sure certain
parametric criteria are maintained. When a value is not met there
are processes to obtain compliance. Violations do not present
the best in working relationships, particularly when both parties can not
see the reason behind the restrictive measure. In building where restrictions
are of a distribution nature, it is often possible to discuss the
difficulties with a building inspector and resolve the issue with
mutual understanding. With broader issues, my approach is to present
a complete goal-parameter-synthesis-criterion specification within a
regulatory code so that the full reasoning is available for making
decisions. It also gives the violating party suggestions for alternative
solutions and a means of predicting a decision^
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The creation and maintenance of environments for living organisms
has become a significant concern for our society. Contemporary concepts
tend to consider design as an ecological balance with humanity as but
one part of the organismic activity. Resources are dwindling and we
are challenged to provide new sources of power and material. Conse-
quently the reservations about our future have made technology assessment
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a vital part of our cultural evolution. Concern for the way in which
power and material are used to support the activity of living things
brings us to the question of design evaluation as part of a greater
technology assessment.
Technology is considered as a culture for changing a physical
world and its assessment questions the significance of the inherent
cultural capabilities to modify the power and material to support
life. Two endeavors of technology are noted; one concerning resource
management where the physical factors are modified in readiness to be
utilized, and the other concerning design where the resources are
transformed to support the living organisms. To offer a rational
assessment of technology ground rules are suggested in the form of a
comprehensive goal-parameter-synthesis-criterion specification. Here
we query the purpose of the problems being assessed, the factors to
consider, the relationship between the factors, and values we assign to
those factors for them to meet the desired purpose. Particular points
are made of the delegation of responsibilities, operational goals, and
parametric evaluation.
The premise for design is to support organismic activity, whether
human or otherwise. To evaluate the achievement of this enviro-organismic
system the generalized specification is detailed to consider the particular
problems. Attention is paid to the differentiation between stationary
and sequential evaluation, the personalities involved in design from
promoter to occupant, the generation of goals and criteria, the identi-
fication of physical and non-physical organismic and environmental para-
meters, parametric correlation, a containment of design possibilities
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through a confining stimulus system, and to a parallel problem and
discipline centered design organization.
An application of the evaluative specification is illustrated
through design problems related to auditory impedance and sound distribution.
Human responses to sound are a central issue to the establishment of
viable criteria and relevant correlation models between the parameters
involved. Examples are offered in relation to people's activities and
environmental circumstance. A generalized concept of "impedance" is
introduced to overcome the arbitrary nature of the term noise. Certain
problems of contractor responsibility are discussed to ensure that the
sound distribution is accounted for in design.
An epilogue. A sinister air is developing over the prospects
for design technology. With an ever increasing number of mandatory
factors to consider to meet environmental impact, planning and building
requirements, the designer faces a problem of what he can really do.
Practically everyone is saying what not to do. The conservationalists
plead to leave things alone, the industrialists argue to avoid wasting
the opportunities for exploiting resources since we need them to retain
our present culture. Our survival favors conservation and welfare, but
our waning economy and unemployment an industrial impetus. Society
must resolve this dichotomy for the designer by presenting alternatives
from which he can revitalize his courage to innovatively create
environments for living things.
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